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Details of Visit:

Author: Naughty But Nice
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 22 Dec 2015 11:30
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Indigo Nile Manchester Escorts
Website: http://www.indigonile.com
Phone: 07757711250

The Premises:

Convenient parking and quite discrete entrance. Really friendly receptionist. Very clean and virtually
brand new (refurbished)premises. Nice cosy room and most importantly superb shower.
Lots of clean towels. Very impressed. Photos of all the girls on the wall, a bit like another
Manchester establishment but the ones on the wall here (most of them) are still with blurred faces.
Not a massive issue but sometimes it's nice to see the faces so you can add to your "wish list". 

The Lady:

I rarely book a lady based on blurry pics on websites because invariably I seem to be disappointed
but with Cheryl I took a chance and boy was I not disappointed!
When I arrived in reception Cheryl greeted me with a cheeky smile, kiss and asked me what I had in
mind for her!
I asked her if she would like to wear a french maids outfit I brought with me which she was more
than happy to do.
Note - She told me she also always has a school girl and PVC outfit with her. Mmmm...what to
choose next time??
The most striking thing about Cheryl is her striking, sexy Danish accent! My first encounter with a
European lady...I kid not!
Cheryl is a stunning blond and is ALL natural.
Beautiful, busty, leggy, curvy! Slim but not stick thin...perfect!

The Story:

Probably too much to cram in to a single report but I'll try.
I showered and Cheryl came into the room a la french maid! Bingo! Stunning and looking very, very
sexy.
A mini kind of lap dance ensued where I did a bit of "exploring". Soon Cheryl had my now hard old
fella in her mouth and was greedily slobbering away (OWO). Heaven!
A bit of position changing and I spent some time down on her and eventually gave her what
sounded like a powerful orgasmn using my hand.
Cheryl still had the maid outfit on and it was acting like a push up bra on her fantastic breasts and
with her erect nipples and me still in her mouth she looked like my own personal porn star!
On with the hat and some fantastic dirty shagging in a variety of positions in cluding standing up
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bent over in fron of the mirror ensued before she declared she wanted my come in her mouth.
I had slightly other plans and she genuinely seemed disappointed that instead of giving her my load
in her mouth I made a porn style mess all over her breasts! Lovely! Maybe next time Cheryl! Lol!
We cleaned up and had a real giggle chatting about all sorts of stuff. Cheryl even gave me a
nickname (which I won't reveal) and told me she "had had fun"! A nice touch and I shall definitely be
visiting Cheryl and GFE again.
Highly recommended!
See you soon C! x
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